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Auteur Film Review: Gina Prince Bythewood 
 

Love and Basketball is a feature film directed by Gina Prince Bythewood, which was 

released in 2002. This feature film is Gina’s most impactful body of work to date. It was and still 

is one of the greatest films that illustrated a teen romance, turned full-grown romance. As 

mentioned in my presentation, Sanaa Lathan is credited as an actress who heavily impacted 

Bythewood’s work through their collaboration on this film. Sanaa and her co-star Omar Epps. 

Gina mentions that she had a very strenuous process of hiring her leads for the film and it was 

worth it. Sanaa and Omar shared an incredible sense of chemistry throughout the film. 

 

To know about Gina Prince Bythewood’s work as a filmmaker, it is evident that she 

knows how to effortlessly portray and evoke emotion throughout her work. I believe that Gina is 

able to execute this technique so flawlessly as a result of her background in sitcom television and 

her obsession with soap operas as an adolescent. Soap operas are known to evoke melodramatic 

feelings within the viewers. Most soap operas are dramatic and sentimental.  

 

Along with Love and Basketball, Gina is also credited with a few other films like 

Disappearing Acts, The Secret Life of Bees, and The Old Guard on Netflix. As mentioned before, 

Sanaa Lathan and Gina Prince Bythewood seem to be a match made in heaven when it comes to 

film collaborations. In Disappearing Acts, Sanaa Lathan was selected to be Gina’s main act in 

the film. Disappearing Acts is also another melodramatic film, based upon a booked by author 

Terry McMillian. It is obvious that Gina’s childhood love for reading and watching soap operas 
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has immensely spilled over into her film work. In addition to Gina’s most popular film, 

Disappearing Acts is also love relationships based. As mentioned in Gina’s biography on 

Youtube, her colleagues and crew rave about how much of a great storyteller she is and how 

much passion she implies in her works. I believe that one of Gina’s most valuable skills is 

accurately selecting her talent for the film she’s directing. Just as Sanaa and Omar Epps had 

amazing chemistry in Love and Basketball, Sanaa and Wesley Snipes did in Disappearing Acts. 

Having two strong leads serves as a great foundation for a great film. 

 

As previously mentioned, Gina shows a great use of mise-en-scene in her films. I believe 

that Gina accurately followed the standards of mise-en-scene by her choice of settings, decor, 

lighting, depth of space, and costumes. After closely reviewing Love and Basketball, you see 

how Gina makes effort to utilize a plethora of realistic-looking props and decor. Gina ensures 

that the audience is always in the mind of attending a basketball game, preparing for one, 

supporting a player, etc. By way of example, Gina has customized jerseys, banners, gym colors, 

and more throughout the scenes. Another way mise-en-scene was utilized in this film was by the 

settings. Gina takes us throughout the life of Monica (Sanaa Lathan) and Quincy (Omar Epps) as 

they advance from children to young adults. Throughout this entire process, Gina does not miss 

any important steps in positioning the viewer’s minds in accordance with childhood. For 

instance, Gina highlights adolescent neighborhood fights, school settings, crushes, and more.  

 

Overall, Gina is an amazing but very underappreciated auteur. I truly appreciate this 

project/presentation because I was also undervaluing Gina Prince Bythewood’s work. I’ve seen 
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Love and Basketball several times but never did the background work to learn more. I look 

forward to Gina producing more work in the future.  

 


